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I Was Thinking Something In The Car, But Now I Forgot
By Ollie Mae
Abstract
This collection consists of modern free verse poetry, left around town, captured with an 
instant camera using a capitalist lens and developed in the bottom of a purse. Sometimes found, 
sometimes torn down, sometimes scribbled, riddled, pickled, stickled, belittled, embrittled and 
initialed, sometimes made by mistake but always left hungry and up for debate.
IN I WAS THINKING SOMETHING IN THE CAR, BUT NOW I FORGOT, THE VOICE IS YOUR 
VOICE, ONLY FROM OVER HERE, SOMEWHERE YOU’VE NEVER BEEN BUT COULD IMAGINE IF YOU 
TRIED. THE VOICE SPEAKS TO THE MACHINE WE’VE MADE TOGETHER: THE FLORESCENT, 24HR 
SIGNS, PRESS 3 FOR PHARMACY HOURS, INSERT CHIP, MENSTRUAL OBSCENITY, 2 DAY SHIPPING, 
AIRBRUSHED, DISPLAY PRODUCTS, INTERACTIVE ADVERTISEMENT, LIABILITY CLAUSE, PERSONAL 
BRANDING, DISPOSABLE FASHION, INSTANT GRATIFICATION. 
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INTRODUCTION
As an individual with dyslexia and anxiety, I ache while I read, I read while I ache, I am 
always uncomfortable and at a loss for words to explain why. Despite this, words have never 
become my nemesis, instead they are delicate shards of language I enjoy sorting and resorting on
the floor of my subconscious. I often lose a shard or two in the carpeting just to find it days later 
as a sliver in my toes. As the daughter of a careless machinist I am all too familiar with picking 
metal chips out of my feet and speaking to someone who isn’t truly listening.
During a recent conversation with a fast talking, loud laughing, entrepreneurial studies 
major, the thick, balding boy was frustrated with the limiting nature of the English language and 
wished for a refund, store credit or at least a 10% discount for manufacturer defect. I understood 
on some level. I too am frustrated by the phonetic and spelling misalignment in English. At the 
beginning of my graduate career I was inspired by this frustration, I decided to create an entirely 
new way of writing. 
In a piece I call Linear Landscapes, I experiment with writing with the phonetic alphabet.
To enhance the alien experience and bring to mind the process of decoding I created unique hand
carved stamps to represent each letter of the phonetic alphabet. I used different color families to 
represent vowels from consonants and assigned colors to specific letters. This poem was written 
out on a long strip of paper to represent the flow of words coming out from the mouth and was 
long enough to border the walls of my classroom. Finally the stamped images were connected by
ribbons of ink to represent the birth, life and death of sound on the page. 
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(image: sound death and end of poem)
Each word is formed in the mind before it begins to be expressed and as the sounds erupt 
in the order they are uttered, the mass of lines individually connect to the stamps they are 
associated with, one by one and continues through to the end of the word. At the end, the sounds 
that continue on to the following word carry on, and the sounds that don’t, die. This is the 
lifecycle of the sounds of a word. 
(image: three sound births and seven lingering sounds)
The words in the poem were selected based on sound through a multiple step process 
driven by chance, this process allowed for the reader to be free to have an individual 



















My driving desire for this project was to empower a me from the past, who struggled 
with reading, by creating a new way to visualize the English language which reflected the way 
language came out of the mouth, the sounds of the English language, and lingering nature of 
sounds between words. 
But my project didn’t represent the woven quality of how I stored by thoughts before 
they became sentences. The poems I created to face this new challenge continued to use the 
phonetic alphabet, but were written in crossword puzzle logic as a way to represent intersecting 
thoughts visually on the page. 
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The more I worked on representing language the way I thought about it, the more 
challenging they became to read. The doubts started creeping in. What was I doing this for 
anyway? Who was I doing this for? Who could read these poems besides me and the unlucky 
few that I attempted to explain these hieroglyphs to? My machinist father surely wouldn’t be 
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reading them. He didn’t read much more than the order log from his clients. Not my 
Grandmother, she didn’t even read my letters. Not the me struggling to read paperbacks, back in 
middle school. These projects were archived and I moved on.
Months later, I found myself stuck in a conversation with a fast talking, loud laughing 
entrepreneur who was frustrated with language, who didn’t read, who didn’t break out of idioms 
and second hand metaphors. Language was limiting to him because he didn’t know words were 
tools, not tracks. I didn’t tell him about my phonetic, spacial experiments. I didn’t tell him much.
I muttered something about how poetry was my escape and looked down at the ground. “Oh 
yeah?” he said impulsively and his sunglasses faced me. I couldn’t see what his eyes were doing.
“Yeah, everyday language has patterns,” I said looking at those black, empty screens in front of 
his eyes, “and poetry allows you to break those patterns, slow down, reexamine the tools of 
language and use words in new ways to mean something they didn’t before based on position, 
neighboring words, and stuff” I ended lamely. I didn’t like to talk out loud. I mean, I don’t like 
to. I like the dull rumbled of my voice vibrating through my skull, but I don’t like that I can’t edit
anything after the fact. I was relieved something half decent came out of my mouth and I wanted 
to shut up as soon as possible and stop talking to this guy. I can’t remember what he said in 
response. He didn’t seem very interested in listening, he liked that he was mad at language and it 
didn’t matter what I said in defense.
Unfortunately, I kept thinking about that conversation. Here was some self-described 
Dude who was mad at something I loved but I didn’t want to talk to him long enough to say 
anything to change his mind. I could argue that I don’t think I have the right to want to change 
anyone’s mind, even if it was about something as harmless as an opinion on a necessary part of 
everyday life, but that seems more like an excuse to me.
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I was faced with the question, “If not avoid nonreaders, than what?” My work up until 
this point had been locked away in academic learning software and read by a group of folks who 
already liked poetry and already liked reading and already had a strategy to get through 
workshop forum posts as quickly as possible with as little effort as possible so that they could get
back to submitting their own writing to journals.
I became uneasy about writing to this audience, the reading regular’s, the middle class, 
educated liberals. My work was distracting to them anyway. I was a nobody with a body and I 
wasn’t contributing to the conversation. Even in academia the deep capitalist undertow is 
thriving. This live current believes that a moment of rest is a moment of waste. I could be doing 
so much more. Who do I think I am?
I am—suspicious of the process of summarizing an experience or identifying a self. I’m 
critical of personal branding by way of consumerist choices and marketing one’s self to earn a 
right to interact in society or in reality proving one’s employability. My t-shirt poems are in 
direct response to this.
Created from night time anxiety, the three poems I Keep Forgetting, I Wish Google Was A
Certified Therapist, and I Am A Squishy Sack, are published as purchasable t-shirts on the 
website Zazzle. If you ever wanted a way to express your self-loathing and existential crisis 
without saying a word, now is your chance, run out and buy your own. It’s truly a magical time 
to be alive.  
On a page level, many of the poems in this collection are breaking the patterns of 
everyday speech. My poems are often short so that the reader can slow down and let the poems 
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loop through their mind, they can reexamine the tools of language and find new meaning in my 
words based on their position, neighboring words, and stuff. 
I manufactured these poems from soldering shards and slivers together. These shards and 
slivers come from confessions, notes to self, thoughts about molecular qualities of energy and 
anatomy and botany, but they might be about something else to the reader. And I hope they are.
Instead of submitting my work to anywhere one might expect to read poetry, I wrote them
on note cards, stickers, flyers, and currency. I taped them up around Marquette MI, in a grocery 
store, post office, bulletin board, coffee shop, laundromat, weekly trash bag, vending machine, 
pharmacy, gospel brochure display, underground tunnel, and went so far as to pen them on my 
own body. This nobody. 
Some poems don’t have words, some don’t have known authors, and some don’t have 
either. I discovered a chalk drawing on a dumpster and found poetry there. I found poetry in a 
recycling bin when a printer malfunctioned on someone’s class notes. Someone tore down my 
notecard poems in the laundromat, I don’t know if they found poetry in them. Someone tore off 
some lines of poetry from my flyer with detachable tabs reciting the poem A Collection of 
Chickadees. They might still have them taped to their mirror.
By placing these poems in placed where poetry is not expected, I hope to reach readers 
who would otherwise not read poetry. People who probably don’t even like poetry, probably 
don’t have time for poetry, probably don’t even realize that what they’re reading is poetry. I hope
they’re confused, disgusted, delighted, certain they read it wrong, have to read it again, and they 
wonder where on earth it came from.
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My placement is selected to inspire readers to consider their surroundings. Is the canned 
food aisle a community space or a commercial space? How much of your life have you spent 
there? Who owns it? The consumer? What have you learned about yourself in the canned food 
aisle? I left poetry about canned pickles, on the canned pickles, while someone was stocking the 
canned pickles. It’s a photo of the canned pickles. 
I captured these guerrilla poems with an instant camera. Sometimes I leave the photo, 
sometimes I take it. Whatever I leave behind, I leave for someone to experience. They can take 
it, or tear it down and it throw out. That poem is for someone to decide what it means. What it is.
If its trash.
I wrote a poem about my weekly trash sitting on the curb and I inked it on a sticker and 
after I moved away, I walked down the street and asked a man, sitting on his porch, if it would be
alright if I stuck my poem to his trash bag sitting on the curb. He told me about his new 
neighbors and I took a photo of my poem on his trash and you can see him on his porch in the 
background, if you squint. Once I walked back to my car, he stood up and hobbled out to his 
curb and read my poem while I drove away. That night the trash was collected and my poem was
taken away.
My poetry is placed in locations where the reader is a consumer, they are often in an 
environment where there is a strict social agreement on the terms of their involvement with their 
surroundings. They are there to buy, or do laundry, or serve coffee, they are not there to read 
poetry, or think about the aesthetics of the canned food aisle. But the placement of these poems 
creates an opportunity for these consumers, consumed by their social agreement, to be creators of
their own experience. Do they read the poem? Do they take it home? Do they alert the nearest 
stock boy and demand it is taken down? Do they think about it days from now?
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There is no way for me to know who read these poems or receive feedback from those 
readers. The readers own their experience and I am just a passerby in their life. My role was to 
create the poetry, to find the words to describe my own thoughts, record these words into lines 
and prune those lines until I found honesty. Many of my poems come from personal experience 
and thought experiments. 
Three such thought experiments were born from the act of buying the camera I used to 
document my guerrilla poetry. The camera came with a set of AA batteries and several sheets of 
paper including a manual, a warranty, a limited liability passage to avoid lawsuits, and a list of 
trouble shooting suggestions just in case the camera wasn’t working.
The trouble shooting suggestions were simple and obvious, check the batteries and check 
the film was loaded correctly. The language was straight forward, direct, and cleanly organized. I
needed to know what would happen if that was not the case. The Troubleshooting poems were 
born from this desire to find true wisdom in my product box.
Limited Synesthesia Liability was created to explore the formal and detached language of 
law suit avoiding businessmen and create an awareness of the consumer’s moth like attraction to 
product displays. Specifically, the paint chip display. Like a child, I need to look at these colorful
displays even if I don’t plan to paint, or buy paint, I need to look at these chips. I need to see 
them. Taste them with my eyes. It’s compulsive. What happens when you set limits on the 
unintentional sensory experience? What happens when you outline legal exemptions for an 
individual’s experience and interpretation of sensory input?
The L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets were interested in allowing the reader to hold the 
power, to do the interpreting, to do the meaning making. The L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets’ 
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poems could be seen as vessels, and the readers were the ones filling that vessel with meaning. 
Because of this relationship, the readers was both creator and consumer. My receipt poems are 
similar experiments, except the cashier is the author, I am the creator, consumer, and distributer. I
choose for myself what my receipts mean, what wisdom of falsehood I find there. 
These poems are in defense of language as it is, for those who don’t have the time or 
desire to read, for those who are being shuttled around commercial environments unaware and 
find themselves seeing the canned pickles for the first time, for those who want to find 
something new in something old and everyday, and those who need help troubleshooting their 
frozen peas.
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I WISH IT WERE HIDDEN IN THE STAINED-GLASS WINDOW OF MURDER ACROSS TOWN
The bathroom window doesn’t fit 
on its tracks. I know more words for sadness than carpentry 
but I spend my day under a man
made sky. The grey in my eyes comes from centuries 
of violence. Children don’t curb 
their hatred—they are not creative enough 
to imagine what their arms could do. My father’s violence 
is woven into my helix but I’ve hidden from the smell of 
screaming metal. Sometimes I forget 
to look up. My body is a pile of branches,
I don’t mind the bugs that crawl beneath me.
My sugar sweat soaked nightmares nourish 
new cultures. I drown them under a meteor shower of cheap molecules, 
I know no 
other way—they itch the folds of me. The answer I’m looking for 
is to stop looking. 
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Problem Possible Causes Solutions
1. Your stomach is a 
rainforest.
You’re worrying about 9,000 
miles away.
Sculpt the ecosystem out of 
sugar.
2. The legs shrivel knotting to
die.
The body moves with 
hydraulics.
Superglue and Vaseline–wait 
two months—then a meal. 
3. There are few cells in your 
body that remember the 
weight of your childhood cat.
Youth today see it as an 
interruption.




I WISH GOOGLE WAS A CERTIFIED THERAPIST
I am a byproduct of my parent’s mistakes 
I should read more 
I will never be able to be in this moment again 
my fear of death is stained on the kitchen carpet 
mistakes aren’t fate 
I will never be able to cultivate my perspectives into something useful 
I have a kanker sore; what if it’s cancer? 
aren’t we all just telling each other what’s been keeping us up at night?
I wish I belonged here
is it my fault that I twitch?
I don’t think I’ll ever sing again
my mind is hungry that my body is dying




WHAT IS THE OPPOSITE OF AM? 
 
In this world of half light 
I am, and in the darkness 
I am. In wordlessness, 
in languageness I am. 
People in comas—
Are they not? 
Regardless the language 
comes even in sleeping, 
gurgling sounds to someone 
who isn’t listening. I am-not. 
Now I am trying to be. Language. 
I don’t know what I want 
but I am ready to burn it to the ground.
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HAIKU 1
Skin wrap rubber this
automatic tide, my chest






RATHER THAN AIR OR MOLECULAR DENSITY IN LOVE 
If time is marked 
by change, is there more 
space between me 
and my 









the slow hills of ribcage 
are (a fact,) not the meticulous curiosity 
of my fingertips, 
here 
microbes make districts in 
the waves of my 
spiraling Identity
Cumulous— depth of gray 
in folds of gray on gray 
on blue




indifferent to the grayest 
coils of abdomen direction 
through the artillery of lymph— No 
indifferent to gray folds locked 
behind a shield of bone 
I balance, so long 










answer: the distance 
to my open mouth.
yesterday’s circumference. 
teeth cant chip my portion 
from a blind marble x miles away
(uncertain observation).
my mouth is no bear trap for the sun. 
beads (in sand or smell of soil) 
unfurl painted flags to drink 
a steady trickle of discarded light.
oh fragile architect, 
your shade, now hidden in me,
postpones my drought.
your temples divide, submerged
in oceans of arms, if arms










If I Put the
Words In the Right Order They Become True
I’m afraid of the dark without eyes— 
I like pixels that look not lonely 
lonely is without air, I’d drown 
I don’t know how I have enough time 
to survive when I spend it all— 
I no longer think I’m a basic element
I’m sleeping better I’m sleeping 
all the damn time I don’t want to eat— 




YOUR PERSONAL PRESCRIPTION INFORMATION
41
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THERE IS NOTHING TO PULL
I keep a bit of nature in a pile
and try to imagine what it’s like 
overflow into my arms







These three lines on me
I will not measure, nor ask




A COLLECTION OF CHICKADEES 
perched on winter-brambled lilacs
my cat was born 
as a bird
I pull a puddle 
into the shape of a chickadee 
my cat bites 
the feathered brush strokes
when she curls herself under 
it’s been years since 
the snow drifts 
gust white back above 
the trees and telephone poles
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A LIST OF MY CHARACTERISTICS I DO AND DO NOT LIKE
I forget about it for a month and it slips off the nightstand and into the trash bin below. A banana 
peel sticks to it. I empty the bin and put it out on the corner some Tuesday when the night air is 
too cold for the crows to scavenge through pecked holes in the plastic. The crows leave my list in
the bag and it rots somewhere not so far away, somewhere I’ve never been. And the list out lives 





Problem Possible Causes Solutions
1. Mild hunger is wet. If I hadn’t rained we would 
have gone to the beach. 
Resume.
2. The thoughts I exhale in 
the night don’t take anyone’s 
time.
Too expensive. Replace with something less 
sudden.
3. I hear the flag pole tap. It is impatient in the wind. Sometimes it’s easier to move
into a new man’s house, than 





To my Nana who once rowed a boat out to the middle of a lake to drown
To my Nana who rowed back to shore
To my Nana who believes God kept her alive







I KEEP FORGETTING 
outside the dome of blue there is blackness forever
fall comes whether or not I wear a different shirt every day
it’s mine because no one takes it from me 




I absorb cotton bullets 
in my obvious secret
62
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I’M AFRAID, BUT OF NOTHING I CAN SEE
the beginning of my hunger wakes 
me but I’ve forgotten my 
nodding off. My tastes 
–plastic–
the kind I can’t map
only know as subtractive






I’M A SQUISHY SACK
I don’t dilute my atoms
I have given up on meeting my childhood imaginary friends 
I only live in my body, I have no pride
if I had a microscope I could see the cleanliness of your atoms
I think about blankets for a few hours each day 
there is a language happening inside me
if my fingers were legs I’d do a lot of traveling
perhaps I find Nothing a comforting place 
I don’t know how to chase that sun when it comes down for free
I am understanding of boybands
I’m not constantly doing anything
I can sell this for the sun’s shine
I never look like how I expect 






VALUE MENU (DOLLAR POEM)
71
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MY OFFICE IS ALWAYS IN THE SAME PLACE
my silence is often
round and smooth
like a river stone
like a blood cell
bumbling along
reacting to the other
bumbling alongs.
in the gush of silence—









NEITHER PARTY SHALL BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER
FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL,
PUNITIVE OR INDIRECT SMELLS ARISING FROM OR
RELATED TO ANY COLORS REGARDLESS OF ANY
NOTICE  OF  THE  POSSIBILITY  OF  SUCH  SMELLS.
NOTWITHSTANDING THE FOREGOING, NOTHING IN
THIS  PARAGRAPH  IS  INTENDED  TO  LIMIT  OR
RESTRICT  THE  EXPERIENTIAL  RIGHTS  OR
OBLIGATION OF ANY PARTY.
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HAIKU 3
These rocks might echo.
Throwing them is illegal,







LOST IN TARGET 
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JAR OF JAR OF PICKLES
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